
Ever wonder how we decide which hotels to use? How did we end up in this place? 

Just over 4 years ago, AE decided that paying AA Contract & Acquisitions department was costing too much 

money.  They were deep in savings mode.  This department had been overseeing our hotel contracts for as long 

as I can remember (18years min).  The admins worked mostly with national sales directors with all the major 

chains.  The "contract" was a rate sheet (2 page). There were no other stipulations at all.  No 15 minutes at the 

curb, no adjoining room rule, no guidelines regarding food, cleanliness or safety. 

After an in-depth search, the Company decided to work with Accommodations Plus International (API).  The 

union was at each vendor presentation as well as Co folks. API uses specially designed software to track and 

maintain contract stipulations and also with Co Crew Scheduling to keep the crew members where they need to 

be.  CrewCare is the biggest change for crew members.  We now had a way to voice our concerns and 

compliments.  API negotiates and administers the contract but make no decisions regarding hotel relationships. 

 We began to change from the 2 page rate agreement to our new 8-10 page very strict contract.  The biggest 

change was that the hotels no longer had an "out clause".  Many times we'd be at a great hotel and they would 

decide that they didn't want our business and we'd be looking for new accommodations.    Many of our 

properties decided not to sign the new agreement and we sourced the markets and visited nearly ALL of our 

cities.  Sourcing: API sends out an invitation to submit a bid for our business.  The information comes back to 

the Co and AFA.  We review the hotels that bid, and choose a few to actually see in person.  

This new contract came with a lower rate arrangement.  Again, many hotels did not want or didn't need to have 

airline business so we looked for other properties.  This took about 2 years, visiting 3 days a week, 4-5 hotels 

each day.  Your union worked with other carriers to design a questionnaire that included safety, security and 

amenities offered by the hotel.  We made adjustments and took these with us to all the visits.  Reports were also 

sent by reps for each city.  The Company, of course, holds the purse strings, so some of the choices were not our 

first.  

When AMR entered bankruptcy, we were again required to resource markets and attempt to negotiate lower 

rates.  During this time, many of our vendors were not paid (a rule under bankruptcy protection) including 

hotels and transport companies.  We ended up losing quite a few well-liked properties. 

AMR is out of bankruptcy, but we're approaching contract expirations.  This will be very similar to the original 

project in that we'll source and visit many many cities.  

It is my belief that our reputation has been damaged a little bit by the last few years happenings.  We ask for a 

cheaper than normal rate, we went into bk, many hotels were owed money, they have no out clause, a very 

restrictive contract and a third-party vendor involved in all transactions. 

There have been some challenges in having a third-party involved in the hotel selection (no opinion, just 

paperwork) and keeping Crew Scheduling and API connected, especially during OSO (off schedule operations) 

or IROP (irregular operations).  This is a continuous process that your hotel committee members work on every 

day.  I as MEC Hotel Chair, receive ALL CrewCare  reports as does ALPA's MEC Hotel Chair.  We read and 

respond accordingly when necessary, but mostly keep on top of security/safety/procedures and work with AE 

Finance to resolve issues.  AE Finance is the department that handles the money for hotels.  I receive about 20 

reports a day.  

Please keep letting us know what's going on out there!  I can't stay at every property and am very grateful to 

those of you who share your experiences.  The reports allow me to request moves and procedural changes when 

necessary.  Without them, I'm just sharing rumors.  Please keep me involved in your overnight experience. 

Respectfully, 

Julie 


